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B In thfc juvenile court offenders tisually 'were accorded lenient
fl , treatment ,unless it appeared that they were altogether beyond the
B control of their parents. In that event they sometimes were sent to
B the reformatory. With the automobile association's attorneys look- -

B ing after every case all the youthful offenders are paying the penalty
H of their folly.
B The prosecution has a most effective weapon against offenders
B mdre'thah eighteen years of age in the form of a statute which in

' Paragraph 7, Section 4430, makes it a misdemeanor for anyone to use
B a car without the owner's consent and provides as a penalty a fine of

B $300 or six months in jail or both. Inasmuch as ninety-fiv- e per cent
B of 'the stolen cars are taken by joy-ride- rs who abandon them this

H statute enables the prosecution to punish severely a class of offenders

Hf who formerly escaped altogether. How deserving they are of pun- -

Ha ishment may be judged by the fact that the damage to every car taken

v is, on an average, fifty dollars.
Hii Obviously those who take cars with the intention of keeping them
H or 'of completely stripping them of their parts are few, but it is quite
H: as obvious that the joy-ride- r, in his selfishness, causes many times
Hj the loss in a year caused by the thief.
B ' The Automobile association, we are informed, intends to continue
HF its campaign unremittingly, and relentlessly against both joy-rid- er

H and the ordinary thief.

H. WHY THE GREAT NAVY?

B f 't EMBERS of congress whisper it to us that the president cabled
H JlVJL to someone somewhere a message indorsing a big navy, a mess- -

w age the text of which is suppressed. We are led to infer that it is

H not the message to Representative Padgett reaffirming the chief ex- -

flj ecutive's approval of the three-ye- ar program, or, at any rate, that the
H words quoted from the Padgett message are not all of the communi- -

H cation.
B Republicans and Democrats alike, wholly aside from any influ- -

B ence the president has brought to bear, favor a greater navy and a
B continuous program of building. If for no other reason than the grim
B uncertainty of the future they indorse unceasing preparation.
B The president's attitude opens a field of alluring speculation.
B Having persuaded the Supreme Council at Paris to adopt the principle
B of a League of Nations, which presumably is a Step toward disarm- -

B ament, he sends messages some say a secret message urging an
B exceptionally large naval program.
B Throughout the land there is much confusion and perplexity on
B f this subject due to a perfect tornado of conflicting opinions. The
B .Chicago Tribune is hysterical in its Anglo-mania- c view. Its edi- -

B torial opposing a navy as big as the navy of Great Britain has been
B much quoted. We forget most of the context, but the editor main-- B

tained that a nation which undertook to vie with Great Britain in the
B building of warships must do either of two things stop building or
B fight. That was not a sweet and harmonious thought in these days
Bj amity. On the contrary it was as if Uncle Sam
B and John Bull were standing at the end of a pier in the magical moon--
B light and some fantastic joker suddenly pushed them off into the
B iy water.
B President Wilson may have heard something at the peace
B conference which made him doubly earnest in his advocacy of a navy
B which, in a few years, will measure up well to the the strength of the
B far-flu- ng British fleets.

Hj On the other hand it may be that the president, like others, mere-H- i
ly' takes the uncertainty of the future into account and that he has

H discovered nothing baleful in his European investigations, but there
H is ta strong probability that he lias acquired new information which
H cqnvinces him of the present impracticability of disarmament.
H v One guess has about as much chance of being correct as another
H ' a la we propose to do some guessing. The obligations which may le-- B

"vOlve upon us as a member of the League of Nations would seem 'to
B demand a bigger navy. If we are to adniiriister the affairs of Armenia
Bj .'oftof Pacific islands, if we are to fight in Russia or Asia or Africa and
B vj"iw,e are tO'b'e Almost constantly mingling in xhe affairs of two hemi-- Bj

spheres a greater navy is a necessity.

o

The thought occurs that perhaps Great Britain)' nstead Of being
in the' mood so glumly described byhr friend, The Chicago "Tribune,
may want the United States to enlarge its navy on a grand scale.
Realizing that, in any event, the United States would have a navy
capable of completely defending its coasts, fulfilling its international
obligations and achieving its objects as a world power, Great Britain, w
we may assume, would rather have the United States than any other
power possess the next biggest navy or even a navy equal to her own.
It may be that President Wilson has received a hint that Great Britain
desires the United States to have a navy which will act in concert
with the British navy in regulating the world through the League of
Nations.

This, of course, is a mere guess. We think it will bring a glow of
satisfaction to Anglo-mania- cs and make Sinn Feinners shudder. It
signifies and Anglo-Americ- an entente on the seven seas. It might
even be described as "The Great Plot." We are, however, not so
much obsessed by our skill in guessing as to give too much weight to p

the idea.
But this is certain. The future holds out no immediate

hope of disarmament. The League of Nations will have too much to
do to provide for disarmament. The United States will have too much
to do as a member of the League to disarm and, above all, the United
States has a vast region to guard on the Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico,
on the California-Orego- n Washington littoral, on the Alaskan littoral
and in island possessions which now are far out in the Atlantic
and much farther out in the&Pacific.
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olson And the i. w. w.

CL. OLSON, who is tryjng to fasten his monopolistic workmen's
act upon the state, was aroused to genuine fervor

last week when one of our statesmen proposed laws against the I. W. V

W. and other Bolsheviki. Olson was of the opinion that the state
should not interfere with this class of offenders because the. federal
government had already enacted statutes under which they could be
punished. Evidently Culbert L, Olson, who professes to be a lawyer,
has adopted the theory that a state should not legislate against any
crimes which happen to be proscribed by a federal statute on the same
subject. If an I. W. W. commits a crime of peculiar sabotage against
Farmer X of Cache county Farmer X should take it up with the de-

partment of justice at Washington.
It was to be expected that Olson would fly to the protection of

the I. W. W. Has career in the Utah senate has indicated as much to
those who have watched it. His political backing has been such that
he must be friendly to the radicals while he strives to pass laws that
will cripple the leaders of Utah's prosperity.

Men of the Olson type are the first to cast aspersions on those
who defend the just interests of property. They can always discern
selfish motives for the support of anything that savors of protecting
those who have invested money and taken the risks of business. When
the Olsons are revealed serving the class whose support they covet
they have no right to complain if the charge of selfish personal iry,

terest is hurled back at them. '
Politicians who labor for a class, rather than for the whole people,

must expect to be branded according to their class. They must bear
the odium of the class they try to prosper at the expense of the public
generally. A lobby of labor radicals is no more respectable than a
lobby of capitalists if its motives and demands be sinister. A labor
lobby or any other lobby is respectable if its purpose is high and if the
interest of the whole people is its first concern.

Olson's monopolistic bill is of the "made-in-German- y" type. It
was in Germany that state insurance of the monopolistic type wds
developed. The object was to keep the workmdri contented with their
thralldom under a military despot. As a military despot the state w
forced to adopt the monopolistic form of insurance because it could
not safely leave to private companies any of those function which
were being operated to maintain militarism in power. Monopolistic
state insurance was part of the imperial propaganda. In Utah it has
become the propaganda of radicals who seek to dominate the state by
law and by intimidation.
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